
Program Title: Animation for the STEM classroom:  
 
Teaching Artist Name: Jaclyn Bowie  
 
Grade Level: 5, 6-8, 9-12 
 
Maximum Student Participants: 30, in groups of 3-4.  
 
Length of Program: 5 days, 50-90 minutes per class, (maximum 10 days). 4 classes per day max.  
 
Arts Focus: Visual Art 
 
Curriculum Focus: STEM/ STEAM  
 
Primary Learning Goals: Identify and perform collaborative roles within a group to research information 
and create original multimedia content. Understand connections between art and technology, art and 
culture, art and math, art and science. Understand how skills in creative collaboration and content 
creation via art can apply to careers in STEM fields. Understand how the principles of design are used for 
effective visual communication across disciplines and in every day life. Strengthen math skills including 
fractions, base ten, measurement and data, and ratios and proportions.  
Improve self-esteem and confidence by strengthening social communication skills, performing creative 
roles within a collaborative group, and refining hand-eye coordination.  
 
Connecting Essential NC Arts Standards: (Not limited to the following, grade level appropriate) 
Contextual Relevancy (CX) 5-12. (Ex: CX.2: Understand the interdisciplinary connections and life 
applications of the visual arts.)  
 
Connecting Common Core State Standards: (Not limited to the following, grade level appropriate) 5th 
grade math standards are the basis of understanding how animation works, namely Number and 
Operations (Base Ten, Fractions) and Measurement and Data. Therefore, 5th grade is the minimum grade 
level of this residency. Students struggling to advance to middle school math may benefit greatly from 
this residency as a facilitator and motivator in understanding fractions and whole number multiplication. 
Middle and High School math used may deepen focus on carefully timed animations to follow sound and 
music, or to match standard viewing environments such as widescreen theater displays, by learning 
Ratios and Proportional Relationships, Geometry, and Statistics and Probability.  
 
Connecting NC Essential Standards: (Not limited to the following, grade level appropriate) Information 
and Technology: Technology as a Tool (TT), Research Process (RP), and Sources of Information (SP) and 
(Ex: HS.TT.1.3 Use appropriate technology tools and other resources to design products to share 
information with others) 
 
Program Overview: Day 1: What, why, and how: We’ll begin with a viewing of my short animation(s), 
make a flipbook to understand the basics of how animation works by combining numerous still 
photographs to create the illusion of movement, and discuss the where we see animations in our daily 
lives and how they are used to communicate across disciplines and age groups.  
Day 2: Tools and techniques of the trade, researching topics: We’ll learn the tools of the trade to make 
our animations, including basic functions of the app Stop Motion Studio, understanding aspect ratio, 
frame rate fractions, and techniques in cut-paper collage and simple line illustration to select intentional 



color combinations and create harmonious, unified material compositions to communicate our topics 
with the principles of design in mind. After some demos and practice, we’ll find our groups of 3-4 and 
draw topics from hats which will determine next steps. Groups will design a research method using an 
online checklist or graphic organizer as a guide, divide tasks, and complete their individual research 
tasks for homework, adding their notes and materials to the online space.  
Day 3: Speed-visualization and planning: Groups assemble and engage in a speed-visualization game to 
communicate what they researched, develop visual communication skills, and become comfortable with 
the art materials. These sketches and cut-outs begin to the design process of the final animations, which 
follows. Students learn about the basics of scripting and storyboarding, collect materials needed for 
their content, assemble their first scene, and take their first photos using the app.  
Day 4: Review, build, photograph, edit: Groups continue building composition components for 
animation, check-in with Jaclyn and teacher about their plan of action, and take all in-app photos 
necessary for final animation. Editing demo on repeating frames, moving frames, edits to individual 
frames, adjusting frame rate, selecting multiple frames and reversing order, etc.  
Day 5: Final edits, sound (optional challenge), and screening + critique: The best day of the week is 
seeing our hard work rewarded with the existence of our finished films! They should include at least 150 
photos and more than 10 seconds of film. We’ll watch each film on the big screen (classroom size) and 
have 5 minutes of discussion for each group- what was successful and why? Lots of clapping on this last 
day! After class, films will be uploaded to custom youtube channel using a gmail created just for the 
class. Any evaluation checklists will be completed by teacher and a survey via Google form for teacher 
and students will be emailed the following week for program feedback.  
 
Materials required: ipads or tablets (supporting iOS or Android) for every 3-4 students, a projector with 
screen or smartboard, wifi, tables and chairs for all students, and some designated storage space for 
materials, art supplies such as pencils, pens, markers, oil pastels, multicolored paper, and scissors.  
 
Teacher Involvement: Determine the focus essential standards at least 4 weeks in advance of residency, 
co-create (with Jaclyn) graphic organizers and student evaluation checklist with for the duration of 
residency, organize students into appropriate groups of 3-4 for duration of residency, complete a post-
residency survey with students reviewing the quality and content of the program.  
 
Evaluation Tools: A checklist for each group of 3-4 students will be developed with teacher involvement 
including relevant, grade level appropriate curriculum and program goals modified for the class. It may 
be categorized into key areas like collaboration, craft, digital literacy, and math, and use a number 
system to track and rate performance either at conclusion of residency, or daily, determined by the 
teacher’s needs.   
 
Teacher/Artist Orientation: Checklist for at least one in person meeting 2-4 weeks in advance of 
residency may include logistical needs, learning goals, behavioral goals, and schedule details. What art 
materials are available? Do we need to order any and what is the budget? Do we have enough ipads or 
tablets for every 3-4 students? Do we have a power source for charging them daily? Where can we store 
materials during the week? When will the classes meet and how much time do we have between 
classes? What are your overall goals for your students for the week and for each day? What essential 
standard(s) are most important to learn or review during the residency? Will my prepared resources, 
such as video links, be supported by the school’s wifi signal? What will we include in our graphic 
organizers or evaluation checklists for the week or each day?  
 
 



Extension Activities: All ipads and tablets will be downloaded with the app (free) and teachers will have 
practiced knowledge from the week of working with them so they can implement these tools for further 
learning in their classrooms, in addition to the ability to share this knowledge with other teachers 
interested in using animation. Youtube channel and gmail created specifically for the class to archive the 
films and share them with friends and family.  
 
Resources: (Modified for each class and grade level) Staple resources are:  
Stop Motion Studio app for iOS and Android https://www.cateater.com/,  
My animation Geij, https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wVjMFU11hVA  
Mashable explains stop-motion animation and how it works https://vimeo.com/216567421/62a169427f   
Minute Earth animations making-of: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=tnIZybxCW1k  
 
Space Requirements: Enough table space and chairs for groups of 3-4 students to have room to work, 
store their materials, and charge ipads at end of day. Small desk space for demos, projector with screen 
or smartboard for demos and media content.  
 
Technical Needs: ipads or tablets (supporting iOS or Android) for every 3-4 students and a projector 
with screen or smartboard, wifi   
 
Program Variations Available: Can be modified according to student abilities, like for a special needs 
classroom, or for after school programs. Can also be combined with other arts classes like music, 
theater, or dance.  
 
Additional Comments: Thank you for your sustained support of working artists!  
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